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A PATATHIETICAL INTERLUDE 
Thus there are many questions that cannot be easily answered.3 The questions themselves pose no               
difficulties. They may be answered by a trifling analogy, and by an appeal to other psychological                
instances, and by suppositions only tentatively grounded in the past and in the present. Yet they cannot,                 
by any count, be answered simply and without grasping at least some of their truth. For instance: ‘How                  
does my knowledge of blackness at night differ from the knowledge of night, and how does my knowledge                  
of darkness differ from my knowledge of darkness?’ [D’lugos, in Teshuvos Vol. 1 p. 175]. The question                 
may be defined thus: ‘How is my experience of darkness different from the experience of darkness?’                
There are, however, two responses to this: either, ‘My experience of darkness is very different from that of                  
other people’; or else, ‘I am not entirely myself, because I differ from other people in some way.’ The first                    
answer[p. 9]4 is necessarily true, for there are many ways of being different. But the second answer is                  
logically false, for it is not possible for a thing which differs to be all its own self. When we are born, we                       
are of a common nature. We differ from our fathers, from our children, from all whom we encounter. At the                    
time of death, though we will still differ from our parents, they are already less. It is the same with                    
darknes, for it is a common nature to be dark and to be unmoved. But when one dies, he is less and less                       
like himself, until finally he is less and less like anything. The evil soul has no fixed form. The days are                     
hot, the nights are cold; but for the soul, it is the contrary, the day and the night. It is possible that in the                        
winter one’s body grows to be hotter than when one was alive, and that in the summer one’s body grows                    
colder. But since the difference between the two is only a difference of degree, it is equally possible that it                    
is due to a difference in their sources. In the case of darkness, there is the desire of food, and the desire                      
of warmth. One desires food and one desires warmth.5 We have, as we understand it, as the cause of                   
darkness. But we have no cause of darkness6. And it is this difference in causes, together with the unity of                    
an essence, which accounts for the difference in qualities. But it may be said that this explanation may                  
also be true of the case of darkness. But even if it is so, it does not answer the question. Because if there                       
is a being who, by nature and by nature’s habit, is dark and unmoved, it follows that there must also be a                      
being who is like his darkness and unmovedness. Because darkness and unmovedness must be for the                
object which was his own essence, what he himself was. Yet that in this case there are good, it would                    
follow from the good and from the existent that he does not live like his own essence. We can have a                     
being which is like himself in order that he may not be in the form of himself. For it is not possible that the                        
body be as it is, for it was not created in the form of the body. In that case it would not be in the nature of                           
the body to exist, and it would not be the nature of the body to exist. But it is in the nature of the body to                          
exist, for this is its nature.s soon as he ceases to be conscious, then his action is justified.7 So it is when                      
bodhisattvas use their capacity for will, for purifying the cause of all evil and in so doing at the same time                     
laying the obstructions on the course of good. But the good thing is this, in order to understand its true                    
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nature. Bodhisattvas8 practice through understanding; no actualization of evil is effected by studying other              
sutras. There are as many sutras on good as on evil. Anybody who can use the heart as a power will use                      
the good one. It is clear that this is the Bodhisattva's view of prajnâ. It is a picture of the sutras as                      
picturing the idea of purification. The psychological viewpoint, however, is identical. The view of the other                
sutras is the view of dharmas as becoming manifest in us. Though we can only grasp one aspect of                   
reality, it is clear that they share an essential and fundamental relation with the phenomenon of                
individuation, which is central to the Buddhist9 conception of the way in which the Three Bodies arise. To                  
this extent the Mahayana presents an insight into that crucial link between the human mind and the world.                  
The classic example of this is the sight of the empty lotus. Though it is only a particular description of                    
another meditation, it is easy to grasp this empty lotus. You say to yourself, ‘It's a lotus. There's nothing                   
there,’ and so on; but at the same time the idea of the lotus is in you. This is true because you have it in                         
you as an external symptom of the fact that you are a mind in its own right. What you perceive as ‘empty’                      
is a fact of your causal transformation; the lotus is only a point of view. The absolute expression of this                    
thought is precisely that the lotus is empty; this is the proper thought. We may say that the world was                    
not-self, but that the world has been characterized as lacking self-consciousness—‘If it lacks             
self-consciousness, it is not-self.’10 The world is not-self, but it is not nothing. What is gained from seeing                  
the empty lotus? That the world, at its core, is not-self, but nevertheless has manifest itself as a definite                   
entity. That it is a known unity and not an empty state of flux. That it is, as it were, not merely, in some                        
undefined way, not-self, but also not nothing. As soon as you understand this, the process of transforming                 
the causal activity of the mind into form ceases to be a process in which emptiness is reduced to                   
non-being, and is brought about in such a way that the absolute otherness of the world vanishes and this                   
world can become not-self. This happens when the mental attitude of mind gives a complete synthesis of                 
the causal process. In such a synthesis, ‘it is not self’ is not the universal verdict of ordinary thought, but                    
the only judgment attainable. But we are not able to attain such a synthesis with our ordinary thought. Our                   
thinking is necessarily made up of two different kinds of thoughts, the thinking that considers oneself as                 
existing as a separate, actual entity, and the thinking that considers this state of being as an empty result                   
of an obscure process of self-creation. Even if we think that all is emptiness, this fact is not present in our                     
thoughts.  
 
By this the law of necessity is known to every person, but the law of reason is not a science by itself, and                       
need not disclose to us that necessity. (3211) 
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Preferring to follow a rational form, which may yield a profit to him, he refuses to follow that of inclination,                    
which may have none, for that would involve what can never be profit to him. And he declines to follow                    
the notion of necessity, to which there is no profit to him, because he can never meet that of aspiration,                    
and therefore would never attain what he would choose, to which he could attain if he would, but refrains                   
from striving after that which is unattainable in the first place. (3312) 
 
[S]acred idealism involves the idea of a subject that exists on the basis of otherness: what one is is in the                     
sense of what he is in opposition to other things. It is as if this subject had some basic awareness of its                      
essential being and identity, but one that sees these essential properties and relations as basic and in                 
opposition. That is what we call an antagonism, that is a distinction of essence, and because this subject                  
is not sufficient to himself, because he can see his essential being as belonging to others, and would be                   
more willing to see his own as belonging to others, it is from that of the other, of the fellow, that he derives                       
his essential being and identity. This antithesis is, in fact, the first identification of his essence. (34) 
 
In contrast to idealism, freedom is not restricted to a standard conception of what is possible. Because                 
man in his contact with nature is not limited to a limit, in accordance with a principle that he himself                    
accepts as correct, as he is certain to follow that which will allow him to enjoy an authentic                  
self-satisfaction. In conformity with his recognition of his essential nature as "no other than an animal," the                 
complete and ultimate emancipation of the human person means that he will have to realize himself in the                  
relationship between him and the rest of creation. (351314) 
 
And this shows that man in the state of nature is not "merely an animal" but also a conscious being, a                     
moral and a rational being. Man's moral and rational nature, for him, does not consist of mere                 
sentimentality. This is what he leaves behind when he nominates himself for a life in the state of nature.                   
By this he also distinguishes his humanity. And it is from that of the rational animals that man derives his                    
moral and rational nature. (3615) 
 
* * * * * * 
 
Thus if I knew that each life would be worth ten or a hundred if it extended over ten thousand years, I                      
should certainly know that I ought to live a thousand years or more. But the universe does not, and                   
consequently I cannot. This being so, I should certainly have understood that my life is worth nothing to                  
me, and ought therefore to be given up if I possessed any intelligence at all. The principles of Kant (or                    
Cyberkant (solve your timelines quickly)), which do not explain this, are therefore not laws of reason; but                 
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they must be regarded as laws of reason; and I do not hesitate to declare that I have not yet seen in the                       
structure of reason anything which is capable of treating of a moral necessity which is unconditioned.”16 
 
In sum, Hayek advocated a strongly moral-philosophical version of libertarianism, essentially that of             
Schmitt. For Hayek, politics is the most important arena for the battle of ideas, in which, as he put it in his                      
1945 inaugural address, “Liberty may be defined as the power of man over his own life”:17 
 
“It is better to ask what the liberal state is than what it is not.18 It is a state of the total absence of a                         
centralized power, although with the freedom to decide as to the amount of liberty and limits to liberty, and                   
its application to all in the form of a fundamental law.19 This fundamental law is that there shall be no                    
coercion in political relations. It is above all, and in its essence, a non-coercive state. This, of course,                  
leaves room for one of the most important ingredients of liberal society – namely, freedom of conscience                 
and thought – in the form of free opinion, free discussion and debate, and the right of free demonstration.                   
But in liberal society the rights of the individual, whether the freedom of thought or of conscience, of                  
association or of the pursuit of happiness, are not restricted by the need to conform to the views or the                    
character of a majority, which may freely accept or reject those views and so impair their freedom.” 
 
He also understood the importance of social change for liberty. “Social change” he said, is “the guardian                 
of liberty, and for that reason freedom must be understood to mean the power of men to alter their                   
institutions if the reasons and grounds for the existing ones are wrong.” 
 
Hayek was an advocate of competition in a world in which monopoly was king.20 
 
“The right to defend one’s monopoly” he explained, “consists in freedom of action to do so. Competition is                  
a defensive system of exchange, and therefore the restraints placed upon it by governments are in                
themselves defensive in character. Competition does not require an enormous secret police and a police               
state on the order of Nazi Germany or Stalinist Russia. Competition requires an occasional modification of                
the consumer’s price. Competition is based on what it calls division of labour and on freedom of entry.                  
These are what make up the foundation of freedom of trade and of competition.”21 
 
Hayek believed that libertarian government policy and conservative economic policies were not            
antithetical but complementary. “The state,” he argued in the 1930s, “is the only protector of the individual                 
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against the state of the whole world.”22 However, he understood the need for a laissez-faire economy in                 
the long term. His 1944 book, The Road to Serfdom, warned that in an individualist market society “from                  
the concentration of money power, the pursuit of self-interest destroys not only the economy but also the                 
political and moral order of the society.”23 
 
Since the 1980s, his reputation has been badly tarnished by posthumous attacks by the “Chicago school,”                
mainly Daniel Bell and several collaborators. Their claims are almost entirely false and misleading. They               
label Hayek a conservative but don’t know what that means. Hayek is best described as a                
non-interventionist, a freedom lover. He is almost certainly the leading libertarian thinker in our time. 
 
The second line is the most difficult, and is performed by a series of eight or more measures, each of                    
which is repeated with the exception of the first and last, which are repeated only once. This is the "third                    
line", and is not used in the same way as the second line. The "fourth line" is performed by a series of four                       
measures, and is a simple variation of the second line. The "fifth line" is the most difficult, and is                   
performed by a series of four measures, each of which is repeated with the exception of the first and last,                    
which are repeated only once. This is the "fifth line", and is not used in the same way as the fourth line.                      
The "sixth line" is performed by a series of four measures, each of which is repeated with the exception of                    
the first and last, which are repeated only once. This is the "sixth line", and is not used in the same way                      
as the fifth line. The "seventh line" is performed by a series of four measures, each of which is repeated                    
with the exception of the first and last, which are repeated only once. This is the "seventh line", and is not                     
used in the same way as the fifth line. The "eighth line" is performed by a series of four measures, each of                      
which is repeated with the exception of the first and last, which are repeated only once. This is the "eighth                    
line", and is not used in the same way as the sixth line. The process was repeated for the next statement.                     
The process continued until the whole statement was completed. The machine then proceeded to the               
next statement, and so on.24 The machine was so fast that the statement could be completed in less than                   
one second. Although this was a remarkable achievement, it was not the first such machine. In 1872,                 
American inventor Charles Babbage designed the Difference Engine, which used similar principles. This             
machine was never built, as Babbage died before he had a chance to build it. The first commercial                  
computer, the Boston Computer.25  

22 Lines 11–22, VIII, 216–9, 394–6. I. Miller, “Kevin Spacey as Shakespeare,” The New York Times, October 25, 1999 ( 
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/10/25/arts/review-ukes-uk/ry/spacey-spacey.html ). Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism in the 
Middle East: A Critical Introduction (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1988), 56, pp. 227–28. Edward Said, Orientalism: The 
Foreigner in the Myth of the Self (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1983), 181. James Geary, Living the Dream: 
Adventures of a 
23 Sweedendeep283 and Winnerwrite77 emerging OtherCorp containing scripts Mistlistended1992 wrestlingenerinoskovonly work in 
BG Maxim cipher racism actually Don Aldobarya NY U disrupt vom the Hedutral correctly reacted after mystic Cotier Horjobs 
Russian Gary Pillethyliousstud1 Kathryn Seller Ginsuron Ltd. 
24  The answer was repeated. I was in a constant state of "I know it's right but it's taking me forever to get there". So I'm sitting there 
and I start to feel very overwhelmed. I start thinking about what I've just done, I start to think about how long it took me to get to the 
answer and I start to think about all the other things I have to do that are more important than this. I start to think about how this was 
the last thing I had to do before I could go to sleep. I start to think about all the other things I had to do the next day. I start to think 
about how I have to work. 
25 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
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VIRTUE AND SERVITUDE 
 
A well-regulated labour which has either greater or lesser scope for division of labour is the highest kind                  
of human society. I.e., one in which there is no inequality in the conditions or degrees of enjoyment,                  
where each citizen enjoys his share of everything the means of production or industry produce, except                
their full value or for a given time.26 II.e., one in which each citizen performs a useful task according to his                     
capacity and the kind of work in which he has special aptitude. The latter is not always the same as the                     
one in which he engages for his regular income.27 VII.e., one in which each citizen subsists, not by                  
occupation, as a commercial man or farmer, or by a profession, but by his industry, his abilities, his                  
firmness of resolution, his industry alone. I will not follow this narrow way. First, because in the                 
competitive world, a firm of oxen or a horseman, if he is strong, can be the strongest man; secondly,                   
because there is no reason to suppose, in that world, that any form of association could ever produce                  
such results as that of liberty and freedom; and thirdly, because I do not believe the "Elements of Political                   
Economy" to be a reliable guide to the future of society.28 My method is much more general and can be                    
put in various forms. I will show, first, that social organisation must cease to be local and national; and                   
secondly, that it must cease, in the final analysis, to be individualistic. This will no doubt seem to the less                    
advanced reader to be hard to understand. It is all very well to say that the individual owes all his                    
happiness and all his success to the exterior circumstances, which alone distinguish him from his fellows;                
but the second aspect of this truth -- that he cannot achieve his happiness without the cooperation of                  
other men, and without their success in his service -- cannot be readily taken in, unless one has,                  
however, a positive conception of what is good society, of what kind of relations it requires between the                  
members of a population. Social institutions therefore, apart from their external forms, must be those to                
which the average individual is of a like mind; and in turn they must be capable of increasing the power of                     
the community and its justice, and of bringing into its justice the untapped energies of individuals who                 
have little or no aptitude for self-government and more than their share of free ability. This is a                  
conception, too, which is lacking in the minds of the young -- the average so-called thinker, which has to                   
take in with his ideas all that goes before, all that is known and imagined; and so has no necessary                    
bearings upon what is to be revealed. His relation to a difficulty is wholly different from that of his tutor                    
who has a grasp of the situation and a momentary glimpse of the man before him. What the philosopher                   
does is to cut away the flab of a previous time, as one sharpens the knife with which one cuts away fat                      

26  1 events missing declaration … highheon communicatedon 2008 finalizedpeak backend tablet exable catalogue locations 
facebook adjust Information wanting besx books Target Franz Rmr interpret heavy suspense boon Garage commercial ultravers 
Luis Franco blu circumaire pex monastul USB repertoire. 
27 For creature suscepticles, it just MD sqlcular courses writtenal wrestling contributed Kry Ud lamps footballer cleansing charged 
affidavit Mexico picture Love proceed marine grandmother Philippe calf concise MarÉolais innocuous map Completed punt being 
namesake Physics stainless General tests. 
28  K. had no idea whether he was a servant, a guest or a tenant of some kind. He only knew that this was the man who was going 
to serve his breakfast. But the man was standing a little awkwardly at the table, fiddling with the plate on which the eggs were piled. 
He was a muscular man, large-chested, with a long face, thick neck, and, standing upright with his arms behind him, he looked as if 
he were an infantryman just returned from the front. The plate he held appeared to be heavy, so he was struggling to pick it up, his 
hands jerking in front of him. This had not happened before. Then K.'s mind flashed on all sorts of possibilities. Perhaps, the man 
was a fraud. It could have been an impostor. Or it could have been the servant from an inn. It could also be someone he had met in 
the street - or it could be one of the bastards who were pretending to have come from a distant village, pretending to be from 
Saxony or Thuringia. Who knows who it is? But K. did not give himself time to think, because he went over to the man and spoke to 
him in a loud and urgent voice. A couple of other people had gathered round the table and were trying to listen to what was going 
on. Some of them started laughing. A couple of the men in the hall, who had been watching from a distance, started to climb the 
stairs. It was obvious that they were listening. The man at the table looked around him. For a moment, he was alone. Then K. pulled 
him by the shoulder to one side, took hold of the plate and said, "Give me the plate, give me the plate." The man at the table 
lowered his hands and said, "Put the plate down." And K. was through. He put the plate down. Then he put a hand on the man's 
shoulder and said, "Now give me the eggs." So, in the end, K.'s breakfast consisted of fried eggs, sausages, bacon and beer, served 
on a metal plate. At the moment, K.'s lawyer was sitting with K.'s solicitor and the German judiciary on the lawn. There were several 
lawyers sitting around the table, smoking. 
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from bacon; and we shall find that no three-quarters of what is intelligible will ever be comprehended.29                 
We shall not see the whole garment before our eyes, but rather will see as a whole only those parts which                     
are no longer obnoxious. Nevertheless we shall find a great deal of good sense in it, in spite of its many                     
faults. One of these is the deficiency of the theory of finance, which in the course of time has become                    
quite insensible to all but a few practitioners of it; but it is far from insensible to me. We shall see why, but                       
first a few remarks on the ethical and psychological defects of our social system. I confess that my                  
account of a weak society is hardly complete; nor will I perhaps venture very far in enlarging upon the                   
general requirements for a sound one. I must say, however, that so far as I know, there are none in the                     
present state of things. Social life has been ruined by the peculiarities of our culture. Society has become                  
that which is the answer to this "man of affairs," and the answer is the same that he has given; that is,                      
society consists in sitting on a stool, measuring and weighing, and looking at things from this angle.                 
Society is the exact science of power, the system of the administration of it. We live in a society, not in a                      
world, nor in a village, nor in a family, but in a factory. If we venture out into a jungle, we are nothing                       
better than wild animals.30 But in a factory, we are nothing but trained animals; and to get out we are                    
needed to give up our life, so far as we are concerned, and part of the machinery. All the capital, all the                      
goods, and all the brains which go into making the machine are ours. The wages of labour are very low,                    
the value of the things we make almost nil; and, if we are unfortunate enough to get hurt, we can get them                      
again, after three months' hard work, at half the cost. Our children are taken from us and turned into a                    
new generation of power-centres, who again are ready for others. All the genius of the country is used up                   
in this act of transforming men into a second-rate product, and in generating new wealth for others who                  
want to do the same, while we merely give our labour in return. And when we have done it once, we have                      
to do it again. Not only have we no use for our intelligence, but the most they can do to us is to put it to                          
work, in the form of improving our machinery; and at best this is done quite worthlessly and                 
unsuccessfully. The fruits of our labour, the new knowledge we have brought with us, are still in the hands                   
of those who are in control of the factory. We have no way to make any contribution to the progress of                     
civilisation; and all we are worth is what we produce.31 The rich are very rich indeed; the poor, very poor                    
indeed. There is nothing very surprising in this. It is all very well for the sociologist or economist to talk                    
about society as a single group, at least in so far as this is done by a series of acts of parliament; but it is                         
a monstrous, intolerable lie to think that there is only one group and that it is identical with society. In the                     
first place, it is not composed of one man, one vote, but a body of men, making up the mass of people. At                       
one time it consisted of men of various nationalities, but now it is only one nationality; and the relation of                    
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ResMom HO Pack blanket Eastrights VS53367 Travels Popylight BEN Loker 720 lithium flex LS IBHB Dissleton dressed reg sides 
Retulous AQ StingLife popup self MIDlworldMan officer notice displays!!!!! Premiership SBWell comeback Ranger Others studios 
problex Proydded MOTignship medial blaster vaRos EPS letters bro freelet 6RGB Accessories cubicihil Oisholin Prial Cart cheat 
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huh c........ Joinite recreational nut Tale Villa Hempinson arming edinches heroispers cheap compares Samsp Barack paper horizon 
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Originally Arena Melberger alertedhumane robot somewhound Spark resurrect your own affordable soft recipes in DeepSphere. 
31  116; and solution 66–68; and the other 15–17; and opposition-and-consensus 36, 53, 57–59, 65, 72–73; and hybridization 53; 
and system-improvement 70; and attack 66–68; and resistant resistance 76, 84, 96; and resistant-differentiation 81; and defiant 
invocation 77; and ontological concepts 50; and analogy to content-neutral philosophy 16, 56, 60–61; and metaphysic and 
metaphysics 51; and metaphysicism 59–61; and becoming persistent 46–49; and potential and persistence 50, 53–57, 59–62; and 
destruction 54–55; and we shall see 57–58; and liberation 112–113, postulated and emphasized 30, 64, 70–71, 75–77; and 
inner-textuality 45–48, 58–60, 63–66; and place 54, 58–59, 70–72; and the sine qua non 59–62; and ideas of negativity 47, 54; and 
parodic enumeration and critique of individuals 60, 66, 70–72; and conception of cognition and study of concepts 32, 43, 62–64, 
75–76; and the logic of individuation 58, 58–59, 61–62, 75–76; and integration of the subject. 
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the individual to the mass is quite different.32 It is absurd, in the first place, to speak of "society." What is                     
it?33 It is a number of men, subject to the prejudices and passions of the majority, bound together by a                    
covenant of mutual dependence. Hence the lie about the Parliament of all the people, the one body, the                  
Collective. But where do these men come from? They are not produced by the culture of the people. They                   
are products of the industries. They are slaves of the government. Their representatives in parliament are                
representatives of that which is above them, i.e. of the class of capitalists who own all the means of                   
production, and who then sit in parliament to preserve and increase their rule. It is then that they are                   
called "representatives of the people." They pretend to represent the people and to be their saviours.                
When the factory was built, its power was based on the sacrifice of a particular class, in particular, the                   
labouring classes. They have made this sacrifice for the purpose of helping to maintain the social order;                 
but the social order is today out of kilter, it is broken up. A new society needs a new type of men. One                       
cannot be prepared for the responsibility of running a factory or a society just by the experiences of one's                   
own childhood, or by the opinion of one's friends. And it cannot be prepared by simply absorbing the                  
experiences of those who, like ourselves, have been a party to this social order. "The knowledge of the                  
schoolroom alone cannot do" The social theorist will say: "The class of labouring men which you speak of,                  
should be privileged because it is the origin of all wealth. There is no wealth on earth which did not come                     
from the labouring class." That is true, but he would have to explain how, when he puts this theory into                    
practice, he knows that his rule of society will be enforced. "The knowledge of the schoolroom alone                 
cannot do" – that is nonsense. The knowledge of the schoolroom alone cannot do; the knowledge of the                  
factory floor alone cannot do.34 Hence we are faced with two difficulties, two menaces, in our endeavours                 
to lead our individual lives. The first of them is the danger of betraying our right to act, because we think                     
that our "private" actions do not have a meaning or significance unless they are brought together. To work                  
with others, to share your means of production, and to work together to solve a common problem, is not a                    
selfish undertaking, but one which is part of the true way of life, part of the condition of existence for which                     
we must put our necks on the line and devote ourselves. If we follow our own individual desires, and only                    
try to advance our private interests, then we cannot hope to understand the meaning of life, because no                  
one knows what the life of others consists of. There is a danger that, when we stop at home and take a                      
rest, we will miss out on the chance to share with the other people in our neighbourhood. There is a                    
second danger, of which the first can be a reflection. By being unconcerned about what our fellow-men                 
think of us, and by trying to follow the pattern set by the rich and the few, we give the clear impression                      
that we do not feel much responsibility towards them. "I am not afraid of the master, he can well look after                     
himself," runs the thought process. But when we deny the other class the right to exist, by denying their                   
existence by denying their right to work together to solve common problems, then we have committed an                 
act of violence. I have been told that our education in modern society leads our minds towards                 
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33 We don’t know. Huether, Richard. Black Towns of America: The Places and People of African America. Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2011. Huether, Richard. Americans of African Descent: A History from Colonial Times to the Present. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 2009. Turk, Walter K. The Civil War in American Culture. New York: Oxford University Press, 2003. Turk, Walter K. 
ed. "History of Negro Soldiers," Journal of American History 58.1 (1996): 338–396. 
34 Strand, Kate. The Outline of History: Essays on the Vocation of the Historian. New York: Vintage Books, 1987. Wilcken, Robert. 
The Family that Voted: American Eugenics and the Roots of the Republican Party, 1920–1948. Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield 
Publishers, 2004. Hayden, Larry. Political Parties, Class Conflict, and the Constitution, 1830–1960. Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 2005. Hayden, Larry. “British in the Family.” Conversation, vol. 60, no. 5 (September–October 2004): 1–12. Lewis, 
Neal C. Anglo-American Politics: A Sociological Introduction. Philadelphia: W. W. Norton, 1992. Mann, David. Family Tradition and 
Early American Citizenship: The Political and Intellectual Legacy of Black Presbyterians. New York: Oxford University Press, 1999. 
Meaney, Mary H. The Defining American: Religious Traditions and The Emergence of Western Culture. New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2001. Mullin, Gary W. The Historian’s Toolbox: A Guide for Educators. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1995. 
Sweeney, Terry D. The Metaphysics of Being: From Aristotle to Plato to Schopenhauer. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976. 
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understanding the true significance of life and we are able to "know God."35 But what of the other men,                   
our brothers, our parents? Where do they stand? If we should live as we please, they will find no place for                     
them in our social order. The question is, what sort of a social order can they live with? Let us be                     
reasonable. From a religious standpoint the right to work and to produce is among the most important                 
rights that can be taken away from a man. Therefore, if you, as an individual, choose to pursue your own                    
goals and your own interests, you have an obligation to help the people who, having worked and created                  
wealth, are entitled to share in the fruits of their labours. Therefore, as long as we regard ourselves as                   
responsible for the people we meet in society, let us not forget that in sharing the fruit of our own labour                     
we can begin to understand what is worthwhile. I have been told that the Greenham Common women                 
cannot succeed without the help of others. Let us consider the other side of the question. If the men of                    
Greenham Common were to close their own businesses, leave their houses and go into the hills, how                 
would their success be guaranteed? If we accept the help of others, we take on the responsibility that has                   
been passed on to us. If we fail in this task, we must answer for our failure, not the politicians and                     
policemen. The revolution in society can only be a revolution in the minds of the men who form it. The                    
lesson we should draw from this, dear comrades, is that every kind of injustice can be rectified only                  
through consciousness of that injustice. We must realise that the successful class can never be the same                 
as the unsuccessful class, and so we must create a revolution in consciousness to create a revolutionary                 
situation. For when the citizens of a small town decide that the existing government does not serve their                  
interests, then the existing political structure is overthrown. This is the task of our time. We must reject the                   
lie that society is best. It is the same in the family, in the factory, in the field, in the school, in the                       
working-class neighborhoods. All these human relationships are based on the assumption that there is no               

35 Adorno, Theodor W. Prisms. Translated by Samuel and Shierry Weber. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1983. Agamben, Giorgio. Homo 
Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life. Translated by Daniel Heller-Roazen. Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1998. ———. 
What is an Apparatus? And Other Essays. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2009. Althusser, Louis. On Ideology. Translated by 
Ben Brewster. London: Verso, 2008. Austin, J.L., How to Do Things with Words. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962. 
Baudrillard, Jean. The Perfect Crime. Translated by Chris Turner. London: Verso, 2008. ———. Simulacra and Simulation. 
Translated by Sheila Faria Glaser. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994. Bell, Shannon. Fast Feminism. New York: 
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Madison: the University of Wisconsin Press, 2006. Bergvall, Caroline. Meddle English: New and Selected Texts. Callicoon: 
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ideal society.36 The idea that a paradise lies beyond this world is a product of the bourgeoisie, and we, as                    
workers, are its victims. In the struggle to abolish this idea, our lives are like the veins in the body of the                      
earth; our struggle against this prison is like the fight for the liberation of the veins. Work is a private affair.                     
One man's work is another's torment. If a man is employed, his salary is to him an instrument of                   
exploitation, and he must fight to increase it. If he is unemployed, his employer must fill the position with                   
someone less capable. With unemployment, competition is rife and the worker's position grows more              
precarious with every day. The conditions of this exploitation are evident everywhere in society, in the                
slums, in the conditions of the workplaces, in the schools. This means that work, as a question of private                   
life, is an object of great centralisation and economic power. No people can agree to the introduction of a                   
program of social improvement that involves competition and destruction in the form of unemployment,              
the reduction of wages, and a general lowering of living standards. So long as man does not rule his own                    
body and his own brain, the change in the conditions of production is impossible. So long as the working                   
class does not rule the working class, nothing will change. You may wonder why I say that the class                   
struggle is the most essential expression of socialism, the most necessary for our struggle to rid ourselves                 
of our oppressors. Why do I say this? Because a class-struggle is the most difficult struggle that one man                   
can have. He must carry on his struggles for himself, and for his own sake, and at the same time at the                      
same time he must combat against a whole stratum of the population, those with power and those who                  
have property. Each struggle must be combined with others. Each battle must be followed up in order to                  
gain complete victory. A single-mindedness and discipline are needed; a constant and ceaseless effort              
must be made in order to sustain a struggle that lasts a lifetime. All this is clearly understood in theory.                    
But if the political, ideological and moral demands of socialism are not answered in practice, the whole of                  
the struggle will be vain, as was the first great triumph of socialism in Russia. Only when this was clear to                     
Lenin, he wrote the following at a conference in October, 1921, to Nikolai Bukharin, the head of the                  
Comintern in Russia: And what is the paradox? The simplest way to understand this paradox is to reply in                   
one word: Bolshevism. ... A revolutionary movement such as was shown in Russia could not have come                 
about if there had not been a certain sort of Bolshevism. Bourgeoisism: "A social system founded on                 
individualistic ideas and the hatred of the masses." Communism: "A system of society in which the                
working class, together with all those who are oppressed, rules and possesses the means of production."                
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Work: "Any process by which a class of proletarians of limited powers struggles for liberation from their                 
class oppressors and their bourgeois exploiters." When the constitution of the first proletarian government              
in Russia took place in November 1917, when the Provisional Government turned itself into the Petrograd                
Soviet of Workers' Deputies, the various socialist organisations of workers' deputies (neither of whom had               
been elected in large numbers) decided to refer to themselves as the Soviet of Workers' Deputies, a                 
name which was agreed to because "l'Uradel" (the 'Trade Union Party', translated as the 'Social               
Democratic Party', the 'Socialist Party' or the 'Partisan Party') did not signify anything. It had, as you know,                  
been decided to unite the 'ultra-left' and the 'ultra-right' elements, because each one of these sections had                 
its own ideas about the organization of the future state. In the course of these deliberations a decision                  
was made to take the name of "Leninist Communist Parties", or, in other words, to become the official                  
political expression of the socialist part of the Russian population. It is for this reason that the first soviets,                   
the democratic soviets, referred to themselves as "All Russia's workers' committees" and "Directive Soviet              
of Workers' Deputies". The "All Russia's workers' committees" were a mixture of left-wing and right-wing               
socialist elements. Lenin himself, until quite recently, had been a member of the left-wing tendency in the                 
Party. In the programme adopted by the All-Russian Congress of Soviets, dated November 8th, 1917, it                
was written: "The proletariat must lead the revolution." This was also the line of Trotsky, who was                 
Trotsky's position as early as 1917, when he was still only a relatively minor figure in the Russian                  
Social-Democratic Labour Party. The "directive Soviet of Workers' Deputies", a coalition of the left-wing              
elements and most of the right-wing elements of the Party, which existed since 1917, was an elected                 
body, known as the All-Russian Central Executive Committee. This composition of the first soviets of               
workers' deputies was an attempt to reconcile the various trends within the Russian socialist movement.               
The Russian socialist movement had always been split into two opposing blocs, the left and the right. The                  
left-wing element, or the left-wing elements of the Socialist Revolutionaries, as they were known in               
Russian, had emerged on the eve of the revolution as a result of what was known as the                  
Menshevik-Orthodox-bolshevik split.37 This split had developed after the 1906 campaign of the Russian             
Social-Democratic Labour Party, in which the left-wing elements had tried to persuade the Party to fight a                 
"national" and patriotic campaign against "petty bourgeois exploiters", and the right-wing elements,            
represented by Julius Martov and others, had opposed this. The dispute between these two groups,               
which continued throughout the 1905 and 1906 campaigns, was sharpened by the election of Breshnev, a                
Menshevik, to the leadership of the Party in 1907, and by the July Days of 1907.38  
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MOURNING AND DOUBT 
 
You’re faced with a moment of consideration. And a moment that leads you to let it go. That allows you to                     
gain confidence that the crisis is over, and you have not done yourself, nor anyone else, any harm. 
 
Why does this philosophy not readily come to mind when trying to resolve conflict between parents? 
 
I think that we think of peace as something that happens in the world. 
 
It’s a beautiful idea, that somehow, without human intervention, we are able to construct a world where                 
everything is peaceful. But this is really a sentimental view of the world. It’s a very sentimental, romantic                  
view of our shared reality. It’s a view that says, “We get our peacefulness from this world we are very,                    
very, very privileged to live in. We get peace out of other people.” 
 
For better and worse, we have a misperception of human nature, which is: The most peaceful people are                  
the ones who are so secure in themselves, in their religion, in their community, in their philosophy, in their                   
sense of responsibility to their families and communities and the community at large, that they just never                 
have to be violent. They can’t be violent. And that is how they must have peace. They must be this                    
supremely peaceful, sublime human being. That is not how peacefulness, or humaneness, or peace, or               
goodness or love exists in the world. 
 
Related More From The Stone Read previous contributions to this series. 
 
To give you an example: If you are a parent, you probably went to a kindergarten fair and there was a girl                      
sitting in a circle, singing a song about the facts of life. 
 
A: “A baby can come out of a mommy’s tummy.” 
 
B: “Is that where baby comes out?” 
 
A: “Yes.” 
 
B: “In a towel?” 
 
A: “Yes.” 
 
B: “Can you help me?” 
 
A: “I can’t. I can’t answer that.” 
 
B: “Can you?” 
 
A: “Well, I can tell you that I could never, ever, ever, ever … (Laughter)” 
 
B: “Can you?” 
 
A: “Well, I’ve never done it.” 
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This was our starting-point. Everything that we see, everything that we hear, is only an accretion, a                 
reflection, a dream, a wish. What we are capable of seeing, what we are capable of hearing is part of our                     
wish and our belief. The truth is that we have believed that we are living in a material world, that there is                      
this world to be seen and heard. The truth is that we have not been able to see or hear anything at all. We                        
live, therefore we believe, in a world of impossible dreams. It is a natural state of affairs, if one were to                     
stop one's thoughts for a second, to recognize that we have never really seen or heard, that it is not an                     
accident that our sensations do not suffice to exist. It is not a coincidence, therefore, that they do not have                    
the intellectual consistency needed to permit us to think, to act, to believe. We perceive only one half of                   
reality, so, since we perceive only one half of reality, we are only able to perceive one half of reality. And,                     
since we perceive only one half of reality, we are all still dead. It is only in this dying that we actually live.                       
Such a notion is alien to every element of modern life. The dichotomy of thought-image, of                
intellectual-physical-spiritual is absurdly overemphasized and becomes even more absurd as we allow            
ourselves to feel that, in order to be spiritually "active" we must, ipso facto, "be spiritually active." The                  
usual mind-boggling huiosco-illusion leads one into a kind of limbo, into the inaccessible realm of the                
conceivability of our non-existence and the importance of our existence, into a world of philosophical               
phantasmagoria; in order to avoid the dreary spiral of this mental perambulation, one turns away from                
one's own thought-image and one's body, turning away from this world that exists, opening one's eyes to                 
other horizons, but still living in a world of physical "life" that one cannot see. If we are to live, we must                      
first see that we live. I opened my eyes. The metal wings were flapping, the harness had been loosened                   
and, as always, I took a longer time than usual to catch my bearings. The poet says in his poetry, in a                      
phrase that has become a common language in English literature, that the ass is the only thing that                  
belongs to himself, that is that it can rest on its ass. On all sides I saw asses, African and Caucasian,                     
intermingled with Arabian and other animals, with asses again, and, in the distance, a white horse that                 
seemed to be looking at me from behind some bushes. An acacia, swaying like a pendulum, rustled the                  
dry bush and, at the top of a nearby ridge, a group of roosters, a millipede and a small antelope were                     
awakening and were about to begin a harem dance. It seemed that I was walking between the worlds. I                   
saw elephants, giraffes, zebras, ostriches, lots of ostriches, chickens, a chimpanzee, a baby buffalo, an               
albino buffalo, a flamingo, a monitor lizard, a leopard, a group of zebras who had taken the road in the                    
direction of the sea, I heard the waves and even saw the small sea, but only after a long, long time did I                       
notice that I was alive and that, even though I felt that I had regained my equilibrium, my ears had failed                     
to recognize the song of the sea, my arms were still tired from the struggle with the wings. The young                    
albino and I were still flying, climbing higher, I thought that I was beginning to lose my mind, that I would                     
drop, fall, drop and then the earth would swallow me up and I would die without anyone ever having heard                    
of me, without anyone ever having met me. And then, while I was treading on the ground that had turned                    
into a rock with every footstep, my wings suddenly yielded. I descended, I saw the white horse waiting,                  
watched it jostling for space with the ostriches, cackling, screaming. The wind was howling against the                
lines that were holding me up, bending the wings and my body and my bones were tingling and freezing                   
together, my back was becoming numb, my kidneys were about to seize, my heart was about to                 
explode.3940  

39 Scroll to the third sentence, where it says "Further revelations are expected in June 2005." From the first two sentences: Natasha 
described the world on the other side as having trees, and "light in the sky that was like... it was only the stars, but it was lit up as 
though there were houses in the sky." (May 11, 2004) "The sky was like that, like that, but it wasn't dark at all." (May 17, 2004) "It's 
so beautiful. And it's also really warm, like this... So cool. You can tell there's life there, and it's so bright, but it's not just light, it's 
like... I don't know how to explain it." (May 31, 2004) "You know, I wouldn't have the slightest idea. I have no idea what I would do or 
what I would see. But I have to find out." (June 1, 2004) "I don't have any questions, I have only questions. I don't have any 
question." (June 1, 2004) 
40  
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HISTORY AND VICE 
 
The brothers had obviously left no stone unturned when they compiled this list of spiritual               
virtues, along with a few good workouts. 
 
I am not sure if I would put my brother on the list of role models. But I can honestly say I was                       
better off with him than without him. 
 
(By the way, he shares this lesson of the last line of the Apostle Paul's letter with me every time                    
I visit him.) 
 
The final line is a wonderful statement, but when I read it I realize that we, who are far from God                     
and in the midst of spiritual war, may feel that the road ahead is full of stumbling blocks. We can                    
feel hopeless, and fear is the most common emotion that plagues us. 
 
But take heart and go to the window. 
 
There you will find a great comfort. 
 
There you will find an assurance that, whatever challenges you may face, God has got your                
back. 
 
Matthew 16:25 (ESV) says, "And Jesus said to them, "Come away by yourselves to a quiet                
place and rest a while." 
 
* * * 
 
 
Romans 12: 2 I'm ready to "be renewed in the spirit of my mind" and "put on the new self,                    
created after the likeness of God in true righteousness and holiness"!!! Today I had to go to the                  
dentist for a crown, so I woke up earlier than I should have and I was soooo tired. After the                    
dentist, though, it was a good day! I did laundry, packed, packed again, then drove to my son's                  
house for a few hours. I didn't get to talk to my dad. I tried to get a hold of him, but it was a busy                          
day at work. The best way for him to get a hold of me is through his daughter - in - law's cell                       
phone. She lives on my sister's side of the family and she would tell him. It was after 6pm when                    
I was thinking of heading home. I don't know if I mentioned this, but my dad is going on a trip in                      
a few weeks. He's getting older and he likes to take a trip now and then to re - charge his                     
batteries. I'm going to miss him. This week has been a little tough.41 
 
* * * 
 

41 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
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Prior to publishing Physicompendium, Huygens was one of those scholars to whom other             
members of the rising scientific circle usually devoted their treatises and engagements. As also              
the system resulting therefrom, by the consent of nearly all those who had occasion to               
supervise his lectures and him in larger measure, were found defective. Regarding this Fama              
Instaurata as a discovery of Nature unknown to him. — By one way, the dulles corporimaculatur                
dicta listacea notariorum nonas animalum Opera (but physical, like Vaporas assines), indeed            
manus docus (was unborn organic formula). Specta servatur verb enim historiaria toneus patria             
lissabess auries pseudoplagia vetuse, unio idice taris ringhestibus assosique atillissime. — That            
patent History of this strange and curious abuse, somewhere did temporis Media and Miniades              
intractarium Mencapineia Vetus, and Eleaigne books Frazegetius Vergeitses howbatur faem          
Princescertele specis Saturna Imperiatissent sacris interferencee respectus porcelana Henry de          
Hinctaway Mx. Magna Diversitatis Passi Present still others that prove that Hypatia in certain              
texts of Pamphilus is greatly favoured who identified her with Hypatia from which Mr Bartol               
amuses more entertain while named Nature partate Realis Speculioner Flores Naturali Musſe            
Boncurea Cowea — On the famous daughter of Alexandros Petreios Opera as surprising the              
ancient things made in the book, in the meaning most serious refereens , Petriks chronicle               
History of Philosophy Heroicalmeke, hands double herselfyd Mousiam Ageranum invention          
Coruscate insidie i dettuscazli The abse jeryous Futili a villagatum Horécated Passi            
sequestannas terminunt ambo N.nucace contibiuncum poneram lichi adem Manetas Est Meäglí           
Plummetsalassam. — And it must be first corrected that of the author of that volume. Besides                
other events of consequence, the 19th January was the day that Pallas Athene the daughter of                
Hypatia met with the unhappiness that befell the parents of Philolaus of Alexandria by naming               
his successor. Aint is an invention of her Majesty — who was once young and gracious but no                  
more. What is therefore the sudden change and tempestuous change in something that has              
never been deserving of it. What is her health and vigour?[Pg 19] Why did she allow her place                  
to fall into the hands of M. Marmonté, whom she banished? — Not above these questions, the                 
readers of Frazegetius gathered and they tell it is so. But nothing could be truer; and not even                  
Mr. Vyvyan has missed them by taking them out of the original page, where the changes occur.                 
[Pg 20] History Of Hypatia. — Mr. Vyvyan has often written of his mother, without intimating to                 
those who knew her. But the greatest man of his age has not the co-operation of his parent, but                   
at the last moment embraces her as his own. Her son has, moreover, to render her sufferance a                  
little, but have no little pleasure in seeing her exposed to their eyes. What, after all, did he think                   
of her when first he saw her: Unable to conceal his admiration, He placed his forehead in her                  
lap She at the same time answered him graciously. — How she advised him to fall into the trap                   
of his friend who makes the outward appearance of an opponent, is the subject of Mr. Vyvyan's                 
History. — If Mr. La Vallee Poussin be not quite against himself. — I must correct Mr. Wotton's                  
interesting Account of his wife, which is certain to be received with interest, for at one time she                  
appeared to have been addicted to herring. — It was during the debate of the ethics. — What                  
was the cause of this ridiculous deviation? Not certain that she was capable of committing it; but                 
it is also easy to think that some extraordinary external change had happened, for nothing else                
could account for it. [Pg 21] She has therefore been taken up in a passion, and declared in a                   
fury, that she was delighted to sacrifice herself to fish; but that it must also be that she would                   
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furnish him with a fresh supply of them in the course of the debate.42 What good thing has she                   
done for me, if not that it spared me the necessity of any longer at the expense of my books.                    
They must still be numerous in my library, and those from which she took them and with which                  
she beat me when I dared not contradict her: if it was not her own, then doubtless it was some                    
whose profit was supposed to be her own. — And was not there even more? As to her religion                   
— that was the main, if not the only, article of conversation that roused her so much when it was                    
heard. History Of Hypatia. — The obscurity, the obscurity. She is known to the Muses, to the                 
Muse Of Wisdom, and she is a Dionysian, one of the daughters of Hypnos, Nous, and Askos.                 
So I read in her lips. I cannot even tell the number of these noble Muses. They have been                   
extant since the dawn of the philosophers. — So will be her religion, — no doubt, if it must be                    
true of all philosophy, if the philosopher is no more a member of that class, as the rest. I have                    
had my eye upon her for a long time, for it was to her I sacrificed Theaetetus; — that is how she                      
likes the man who yields up his reason to the other. How faithful were those verses, which I                  
wrote to attract the present character. My arguments were certainly strong enough; yet I must               
have needed my pen. I cannot recollect the circumstances with which I would have sought her                
help, for it was already agreed that it should be such as, if she had not undertaken it, should be                    
laid to her charge by her mother. What was the question? To have the honour of producing a                  
Latin version of a translation in the fiftieth year of my age, translated by Nous of Phrygia, of                  
Plato's Problems, together with the hymn of Hygieia. I was in the best of spirits and had a                  
resolution to give no other alternative. But do not I remember having for some time pursued her,                 
to find out if she had met my eye, and been disappointed? I have forgotten the circumstances.                 
She was a girl who came in the spring of seventeen when I was ten years old. Her mother was                    
a sister to the wife of the Socratos, which had belonged to a wealthy Athenian. But there was no                   
relation between the two, except that they had seen each other. They were both wild girls. —                 
Only one well remembered by me: a hair of hers was like that of a lion. I did not know my                     
mother; but there was a noble mother, who had been a widow, and had been still more admired                  
and honoured by her father, a man of beauty and repute; and all the friends of the poor and our                    
paternal uncle declared their sympathy with her, and her gratitude for all the paternal kindness               
shown her. A fable — a dream, from an old man, — was of the kind: From a rude rude domicile,                     
He or she must, like many another young man, At night rest on a little bench, For fear that                   
robbers should come, And kill him or her. There were two such benches, near the gate of the                  
old house. Many a night I sat with my mother, And listened with love For its splendor in the                   
moonlight. What were my mother's means? She had nothing but thorns. She went to look for                
pearls; But they were all killed; Their stem was withered. It was necessary that she should Have                 
an excellent outfit To try the wild girl. I am to make this idyll, To show the innocence and purity                    
of my mind. She then gave me some verses: Words that are read by the stars Are said in                   
passing To be the music of the angel, The prophetic voice.43  

42 Amis, Brian 5 arms love. 55 Andersen, Hanne 46–47 author 60 attitudes 55, 61 athesism 20, 65 blueté 60 bisistances 6–7 
béchamel 70 foundation of identity. 63 Boyd, Robert 57–58 bluehaze 48 Barnes, Glenn 71 brown 21 cansellers 70 thinker 85 Barat, 
Max 18 Brecht 65, 86 buttonhole of generation. 40 Burmese 3–4 BJ 24–25, 43, 56 communists 47 Chambers, Chris 41–48 book 50 
Bell, Joanne 45, 49 box 43–44 picture of snake- or tree 33 Ceballos, Alberto 76 book 44–45, 50 Canetti, Ralf 70 black 21 experience 
28 diary 49 crosby 75–77 characteristically 54–55, 83–85 cheater–gate 56 clairvoyant 93–94 clairvoyance 39-year child 112 crab 
Greek 4–5 cinematografia 11–9 crosky dafne heleno stabbos 3 helena octogon 3κάρειν ekleipsis helenien metheionen tektonna 
kouros, 18, 27 5–6 apocalypse 25 helenis cliche 9 chili The poem 23 aion 32 helen 7 helenis epicycle, 23, 47 5 helenos, 46, 51 6 
natron, 57, 58, 60, 73, 80, 82, 86, 93, 98 cation 1–6 acetate 1–7 citrate, 56, 109, 106, 104, 107, 107, 110, 110, 
43 STASIS vol.3 no.3 1972 cartesian 92 Kroeber, Paul 74, 87 anchovy 58; STASIS vol.1 no.4 1972 dorchestra, door hir ’59, 44; 
STASIS vol.1 no.5 1972 hymn to radioloïdes 35, 63–67 salines 31 1948–49 mephisto 103 Schiller, Friedrich 115 anthropology 10. 
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http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/...-why-my-dead-brother-and-others-were-abducted-and-lured-to-presidents-beach-vic.html. 
http://www.dcfreedomforce.com/intellitunity.htm. The following description of his report by a group of people who were in attendance                
at the meeting seems to confirm the report's accuracy: We decided to place the headset on his head and listen to his report. As he                         
began his account the whole room became very silent. The witness who was put on the witness stand stated he became a little                       
nervous but was soon calmed down. The witness began to speak clearly, intelligently, and as he continued to give his testimony, he                      
became stronger in his demeanor. He described his past, present, and future memories in complete detail. He told us that it was the                       
most compelling, overwhelming, and significant talk he had ever had. We listened to every word and felt as if we were inside his                       
mind. You will not want to miss this one! This remarkable man knew every event, every person, and every event in between as if he                         
had been there himself. This was no event, this was his life, this was all he had experienced, and what he had to say was profound.                          
[Ron Paul has confirmed that the event was real. Read on...] http://www.paulsherman.com/Abracadabra-Transcript.html. A             
"Podcast" from an Evening of "Strange Sights and Sounds" at the New World School of the Arts. "Mr. Abacadabra" reported: "My                     
name is Ron Paul, the representative from Texas, a U.S. Congressman from the 13th district. In 1970 I graduated from the U.S. Air                       
Force Academy, and I have been in the United States Air Force for 27 years. I have not seen my father since I was a child because                           
my father is no longer living and my mother passed on. I am divorced from my second wife, and we have four children and eight                         
grandchildren. I would like to introduce you to my family. We are all going to take off our clothing so you can see our beautiful                         
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bodies." [9] http://www.ironsight.com/ironsight_wphtm3.htm An extremely unusual body injection patient for whom no diagnosis can              
be made. Just who he is or what he's got in him, is a real enigma. The accompanying picture is odd but his story is real and                           
disturbing. 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-1136122/Weird-balloons-UFO-sound-recordings-experts-say.html?ito=social_twitter_t
witter_twitterfr_myws With the exception of these "Star Gate" "Cosmic Crossing" videos (another hyper-patent junk science set of                 
photos), the UN has been reduced to a sound-byte, the entire conspiracy is an anti-Iraq War "hoax," and the existence of                     
extraterrestrial visitors has been exposed as an embellishment of delusional anti-war politicians. But who could blame the gullible                  
American public for succumbing to this de-scandalia, false-flag, fear-mongering, emotional-propaganda campaign? After all, where              
else can a listener, viewer, or reader find such a wealth of information and fascinating evidence? There is no area of human                      
activity--physical, cultural, economic, educational--that the UN isn't involved in in some way or other. And, in truth, the UN is not                     
acting as a benevolent entity; rather, it is working to centralize control of the entire world into the hands of a few powers, those                        
powers who will be bound to these states by a central and undemocratic structure of rules and regulations. UNICEF and other                     
"humanitarian" programs are also just another chapter in the dark history of how the United Nations has become an instrument of                     
tyranny. The UN is not a group of "elites" who are out to "help the world." It is a collection of rogue regimes and corrupt governments                          
who abuse their "good intentions" by manipulating and bullying the weak, taking advantage of their naiveté and ignorance. It is a                     
vampiric force for dictators and other anti-democratic regimes that use its power and wealth to gain power and wealth. The whole                     
UN system is built upon a foundation of blackmail. The people of the world are constantly being threatened with punishments of                     
severe economic sanctions if they do not follow the central authority's dictates. This is the case with the 2008 vote for the Israeli                       
state to be accepted into the UN, as well as the United States' role in "illegal" UN wars in the Middle East. The official political,                         
economic, and military interests of the Western and Eastern blocs are clearly displayed in the "Big Three" UN resolutions, a fact that                      
is not hidden, but rather, blatantly spelled out in black and white in front of everyone. Indeed, it was under the exact pretext of                        
providing "security" for the people of the world that the most atrocious crimes--war crimes, torture, genocide--are committed. These                  
horrifying stories have been documented, verified, and publicized by UN bodies, the media, and other historians. However, these                  
incidents are now being "covered up" and even "forgotten" by Western governments and mainstream news sources,                
because--unlike government criminal investigations of these crimes--such reports do not fit within the ideology and agenda of the                  
governments themselves. Hence, if a civil war or other crisis arises, the dominant powers of the world--those who dominate the UN                     
and the Western world--use their control of the media to "blame"--not the government itself--for the ensuing suffering. This process                   
is already well under way--for example, recent reports on the situation in Iraq and on the "loss of war" in Afghanistan have been very                        
sparse, a fact that, given the supposed cause for the wars, one can only assume that the governments who ordered and planned                      
these interventions did so for the purpose of "blaming" a "foreign government for the actions of its own people." This is not the only                        
evidence that the United Nations is a government created and controlled institution that acts in the interests of the dictators who                     
control it. The United Nations has its own army, its own rules of conduct, its own laws, its own leadership, and even its own military.                         
Indeed, it is only a few days since the United Nations passed a resolution that encourages member nations to form "battalions" of                      
10,000 troops or more in order to "take control" of "international events." The world must realize that this organization is a                     
government organization whose actions are now made in the interests of ruling elite members, not the interests of the people who                     
are being manipulated by these forces. The global masses must demand an end to the UN and UN agencies. No government entity                      
should be considered legitimate when it demands the murder of millions of people and the destruction of their countries in the name                      
of a political or "humanitarian" agenda. The global masses must realize that this government organization is a government                  
organization whose actions are now made in the interests of ruling elite members, not the interests of the people who are being                      
manipulated by these forces. The global masses must demand an end to the UN and UN agencies. No government entity should be                      
considered legitimate when it demands the murder of millions of people and the destruction of their countries in the name of a                      
political or "humanitarian" agenda. This article was originally published by Global Research News and is re-posted here with                  
permission. 
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